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And now. I would like (o say

I

something to each one oI you
who loves peace
Let U4 join

JDRA
few

hand4 and work together. Let 114
have one goal, a good life lor
everyone. I very important idea is
4imple. Here 14 my idea. II evil
men can work together to gel
what they want, 40 can good men
to get what they want. It 's really
so simple.

1
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War and Peace
Leo Tolstoy
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Speaking on behalf
of the Naranjado staff,
the Editors of
this volume wish to express
their thanks
and appreciation to the editors
of After Dark,
Newsweek, Sports Illustrated,
Holiday, and Time Magazine
for their cooperation in
helping us carry out the
theme of this
annual.
We would also
like to express our thanks
to the
people who
supported our
cause for this
annual.
Without the help of
your voices, this
Naranjado
would have never
been in
the being.
We hope that
you will continue
your
support for future
publications.
At this
time, we also
would
like to extend
our special
thanks to our
Photography Editor
Cathe Appleby,
for her patience
with us,
the long cold
hours spent in the
dark room,
the hassel

iwards;
ircle Award
ic's Award

ing sucess!...Brilliantly directed, convincing and

of run-a-rounds,
etc. Cathe,
you are indeed
a "Lady of the Moon!"
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Wild, Wild West.

12 Visions

Spring events

14 Thirty-three Skid-do
by Mike Lee
Everyone goes to a happening.

17 Anything Goes
Band Frolic '74

20 Commitment
by Rocky Marra
A look at personal involvement.

24 Suitable for any Occasions
26 Lysistrata
The women take up arms.

28 Theatre '70
Take three.

30 And Miss Reardon Drinks A
Little
So who's complaining?

33 Candids
THEATER DIRECTORY:
LYSISTRATA

On behalf of the Naranjado staff, we the editors
invite you to share in what we feel is indeed a
different kind of annual. We have not disregarded
tradition but have infact updated it. Hence we feel

by Aristophanes
Directed by Darell Persels
October 12, 13, 19, 20 and 27
De Marcus Brown Theatre,

that this annual will set forth a style that will
develop in the future. We hope you will enjoy this
Naranjado volume as much as we do.

THEATRE'70.

Directed by Sy M. Kahn
November 28, 29, 30, and December I.
De Marcus Brown Theatre.

AND MISS REARDON DRINKS A
LITTLE
by Paul Zindel
Directed by Sy M. Kahn
March 8, 9, 15, 22, & 23
De Marcus Brown Theatre.

THE HOBBIT
by Rogers, Friedman & Perry
April 26,27 & May 3, 4
De Marcus Brown Theatre.

STRINGS
'N
HALLOWEEN

THINGS

FOR

An evening of puppetry
October 30 & 31

AN EVENING
THEATRE

OF

READER'S

Directed by Mark Wardrip
November 9, 10, 16, & 17

AN EVENING OF MIME

Directed by John Casserly
April 5 &'6.

"How protective. A man might steal a kiss," says
Kathe Appleby in a tone of jest. Cathe isoiieof the
Art Department 's leading photographers respon
sible for many of the pictures in this annual.

ON THE COVER:
Sandra Elliott captures one of the many exotic
moods of dance as she prepares for the new
production of the "Planet of the East." (Photo by
Cathe Appleby)

-C. Barnes, N.Y. Times
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'Beulah, peel me a grape.
- Mae West

"Since we're too old to do the things kids do,
And too young to do the things adults do,
We do things nobody else does."

6

mmmmamam
"Well, if I called the wrong number, why did you
answer the phone?"
- James Thurber

"I like to walk
on the grass
because it has
no cracks in it
it's wet
and just the
right color
because it's soft
and we are alive.'
- Bernard Gunther

"I'd rather learn from one bird how to sing
Than teach ten thousand stars how not to dance"
- e. e. cummings

"It's better to keep your mouth shut and appear stupid than
to open it and remove all doubt."

"I wish I was a Kellogg's cornflake,
Floatin' in my bowl taking movies
Relaxin' awhile, livin' in style.'

- Paul Simon

sigh* mPH*

mm

UOP
Pit TO THE
(MR OF

HOMECOMING
WILD,
WILD WEST
With hunched backs and
cane in hands came the ol'
alumni of Pacific to
participate in the October
26, Homecoming.
The Wild, Wild West was
the 1973 theme which included
dances, parades, and of course
the big game
against the Santa Clara University
Broncos,

The Tiger and Tigress
(the most spirited guy and
gal) chosen to lead the pa
rade was Bob Skinner of Phi
Delta Chi and Lucinda Allen
of Grace Covell. The
Grand Marshall presided
over approximately seventyfive entries including
twenty-seven bands from
Central California, seven

floats, a Kazoo band, et al
After defeating the
Broncos, the evening was
highlighted by a victory
dance. Decorated a la
rodeo, Callison Dining
Hall proved most
appropriate as people
danced the evening away
climaxing the day's events.

11
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VISIONS
HIGHLIGHTS
FALL

FOR

Roberta Flack appeared on stage atthe
Stockton Civic Auditorium and truly
produced visions of beauty and love to a
captive audience entranced by Ms. Flack's
performance. The audience refused to let
Ms. Flack end her performance by an enthu
siastic ten minutestandingovation. Roberta
obliged her listeners with additional visions
produced by way of her outstanding vocal
talents. Peter Yarrow, formerlyof Peter, Paul
and Mary, also gave an outstanding presen
tation of his talents making the evening
entertaining and a total success for all those
fortunate enough to attend.

Sylvester and His Hot Band played
together with Tower of Power to a standing
room only audience (no chairs were
provided, which may have had someeffect).
The atmosphere was one of excitement as
The Tower performed all of their most suc
cessful records.
The San Francisco Mime Troupe
recreated vaudeville in its hayday when
they performed to university students in
the sunlit glory of the out of doors.

Above left:
Sulvester J I H I His Hoi Hand appearing with rower
of bower.
Above Center:
ban francisco Mime co.
Above:
Illusionist Andre Kole
Opposite page:
The popular Roberta Hack.
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THIRTY THREE SKID-DO
EVERYONE GOES TO
A HAPPENING
What is the deal
Lucille - a Creative Art
Marathon at UOP? Yes,
there are marathons
for just about every
thing and now there's
one for art! That's just
what happened De
cember 6, 9:00 am
through December 7,
6:00 pm - A full thirtythree hours!
The successful
benefit (to raise funds
for the desperately
needed new "Art Programs") was indeed THE event
to close the Fall Semester. Everyone from the
exhalted to the decadent appeared for the festive
occasion. People who came to the event not only saw
artists create but actually became part of the
marathon. Cameras were flashing, people were
video-taped and entertained by mime troupes eta I. A
very special extravaganza occurred during those
days, but it was a more special one for those who
partook in it.

Opposite page:
Mike Lee and Lisa LaBourdais
Above Left:
Ralph during the late hours of the Marathon.
Top:
Sandra Elliott, Lance Lillquist, Kent Marshall, Calhe
Appleby, and John Sweeney.
Center:
Art Perkins and Andrew Norris preparing the
vidio-tapes.
Bottom: Art Department Chairman; Larry walkei
prepars a canvas.
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BAND FROLIC
BETTER

I
Pacific's forty-sixth annual Band Frolic
Iwas called "better than last year's show" by
•Frolic co-chairman Mike Ross.
The Frolic, a money-raising event spon|sored by the UOP Band, consisted of short
'skits presented by various living groups of
Pacific.
There were four groups in each of the
competitive categories. Competition was
judged by a selected panel of six faculty
members, three from the conservatory and
three from the campus comunity.
Judges awarded points on the basis of
music, script, and stagin. Seventy-two
points were the maximum possible from
each judge.
Among the winners in this year's Frolic
were:
In the mixed living group category; Casa
Werner, who took first place with a saga con
cerning the feud between vegetables and
their oppressors, meats; Eisleen, who
spoofed "Star Trek" and featured the
budding iovelife of Mr. Shock (Mr. Spock);
Grace Covell, who took third by examining a
day in the life of a typical student in "You're
A Good Man, Roger Dreyer"; and finally,
SouthWest Hall, who put together a
potpourri of sketches called "The Grinder's
Organ" or "Maim."

professor,

'xturing j Wood

Above:
Kappa Alpha Theta -1st in Women's Living groups.
Below:
Alpha Kappa Lambda - 1st in Men's Living groups.

AFTER DARK September
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THAN LAST
YEAR'S SHOW

:

AU ICU.

Phi Kappa Tau with the "Financial Director.

In the men's living group competition;
Alpha Kappa Lambda; by producing a story
of old age and how folks can be "as young as •?
they feel" took first; followed by Phi Kappa
Tau, who offered a theory of what would hap- s
pen to Pacific if Spiro T. Agnew were ever
hired as financial director; Omega Phi
Alpha, who placed a third with "The Stung,"
a tale of how Pacific's president was conned
into giving free tuition to a student entering
the hallowed institution, U 0 Phi (five)
Grand"; and Sigma Alpha Epsilon, who fea
tured a variety of reminiscences of two el- ,
derly gentlemen in the "SAE Follies."
In the women's living group compeiiction; Kappa Alpha Theta won with their'
take-off on gambling, "How Can You Lose
With An Ace In Your Pocket?"; trailed by
Delta Delta Delta, who took second by por
traying Pacific as Hollywood in "3 D's
Studios Present..."; and Alpha Chi Omega,
who presented "Chibaret," in which they dis
cussed the problems of Pacific in a night
club setting; and Delta Gamma, who of
fered their version of the "Miss America
Pageant."
j

At left:
Sigma Alpha Epsilon and their follies.
Opposite page top:
Casa Werner - the meats protest.
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COMMITMENT

Reverend Williams, of Glide Church in
San Francisco, does not give the usual
service, but instead participates In
"celebrations." This novelty was vividly ex
pressed to students when Cecil Williams
came to speak at UOP on September 25,
1973. He conveyed his concern for people
when he said, "We have two ways to go: We
can be the most human people in the world,
or we can be the most destructive humans
in the world."
During an emotional presentation con
cerning our values as people, Rev. Williams
walked about Raymond Great Hall Com1
municating his feelings in a very empathic
manner. "It bothers me," he said, "that
people are using symbols to prevent them
from having significant relations with me."
A politically motivated black striving to
help all people, Cecil Williams made his
theme extremely clear when he quoted the
Humanistic Manifesto 1. "There is no Diety
that can save mankind, we must save
ourselves."
It has been Cecil Willaims' life work to
become involved with people. A rapport
between speaker and audience was not a
difficult task for this man. "I'm so earthy,
don't have to be afraid of people."

20

R. Buckminster Fuller has been cre
dited as being a designer, inventer, en
gineer, mathematician, architect, carto
grapher, philosopher, poet, cosmogonist,
choreographer, and visionary.
Fuller was born cross-eyed and could
therefore see only large patterns. It is
Fuller's belief this ability to see only out
lines of objects gave him the capacity to
make generalizations where others may
only see the specifics.
However, Fuller's committment has not
been the pursuit of knowledge. Says Fuller
in his book, I Seem To Be A Verb. "The
intellectual integrity and infinite order of
the universe obviously are vastly greater
than man. Man is an invention within it.
What one did about this understanding
would have to be through design. I decided I
must not be a persuader, but a doer."
Fuller's "doing" has taken him to hun
dreds of college campuses and many coun
tries. He spoke of the rapid change which
has taken place since his birth in 1895, of
the complex interactions of all things in the
universe and of man's role in a changing
society.
One wonders when listening to Fuller
tell of the dramatic changes that have taken
place in his I ifetime and the amazing pace of
his schedule whether we, too, could make a
personal committment as sincerely as
he. "For the first time man has the chance to
be a complete success in his environment."

AFTER DARK September 1973-May 1974

Committment is a way of life for some
people—not sporadically involved in this or
that, but a continuous campaign to achieve
those individual goals important to them.
The Forum on National Priorities was very
fortunate to have many such people on
campus this year. Often excited, always
experienced and never willing to sacrifice
their committment—those who partici
pated in the forum activities presented a
program with the ability to attract all sectors
of the campus community.

John Holt has made a committment to
education and has expressed that com
mittment in many ways. In sharing his
experience and knowledge to others also
concerned with their education, Holt has
made an impact upon schooling in America;
an impact much appreicated by the
students.
Holt is a widely published author and
has presented several books delineating
and describing educational practices and
problems. Noted among these are The
Underachieving Student, How Children
Learn, How Children Fail and Freedom and
Beyond which presents an alternative to be
havior control as the best means of
educating. Future publications, Escape
from Childood and Learning vs. Education,
discuss how schools and their educational
policy seriously impede the ability of
children to reach high growth potentials.
Holt is a teacher, writer and an educa
tional and social reformer. He has taught
English, French and several other subjects
at all age levels of primary and secondary
schools. During 1968-69 he taught a course
at Harvard Graduate School of Education
with several classes at UC Berkeley.
Mr. Holt has worked with Ivan 11 lich,
since 1968, as a lecturer at the Center for
Intercultural Documentation, he nas
appeared on several talk shows, incluomg
the "Today Show," "David Frgst," and "Dick
Cavett." His articles have been printed
Life, Look, New York Time Magazine, Atlanctic Monthly, and the Saturday Review.

AFTER DARK September 1973-May 1974
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The Forum was well attended, and the
interest quite high when Del Martin and
Phillis Lyon came to our campus to pro
mote acceptance and understanding of
homosexuality. Their personal committmittment is not one of trying to convert, but
one almost as delicate to perform. They
have assumed the task of trying to have
people realize that lesbians are human also.
Del Martin and Phyllis Lyon founded
Daughters of Bilitis, a very successful gay
women's organization. The name for their
orgainzation was created from the heroine
Bilitis of the fictional Songs of Bilitis by
Pierre Louys, because they wanted a name
recognizable only to lesbians. Today the
organization is no longer secret, it is too
trying to show people the human aspect of
being different.
With a casualness difficult to overlook,
the couple expressed their experiences and
what they have gained through them. "Dell
said, I had all the usual traumas, and even
contemplated suicide. I kept asking myself
what does this mean for me?"
Repeatedly the two demonstrated that it
was possible for two women or two men to
have a happy and meaningful relationship.
Del Martin and Phyllis Lyon understand
heterosexual feelings — they have
committed themselves to helping others
understand that "different" does not
necessarily mean "wrong."

22

An entertainer withour humor, a come
dian without jokes, a concerned human
with a cause — this is Godfrey Cambridge as
he spoke at the University. Mr. Cambridge
explained that even when he's funny, he's
dead serious. He spoke of the pain and
destruction from the misuse of drugs.
The audience was not prepared, but
neither was Mr. Cambridge when he lost
friends because of drug overdoses. The man
could make $10,000 a week working night
clubs in Las Vegas, yet he speaks round the
clock for far less. This man has a com
mittment.
Cambridge urged a change in our
thinking, a change in our code of ethics, a
change in our actions.
His audience was warm, but what must
be shared did not occur on stage. After his
presentation a young man who had not been
satisfied with Mr. Cambridge's answers
again asked his question, this time on a
face-to-face level. The meeting ended emo
tionally with a hug — an understanding of
the love, the devotion,' the concern Mr.
Cambridge brought to UOP.
His presentation was on drub abuse, his
actions were on concern, his motive was
on help, his manner was on love and his life
is on committment to those he entertains.

Assemblyman Carter came to the UOP
campus as a guest of»the newlv reactivated
Young Republicans. He spoke to the group
about the ways people may best utilize cheir
energies in support of their political party.
His view was well debated and carefully
taken into consideration by the members as
Assemblyman Carter explained the pain
and pleasure involved in being a represen
tative of the people.
Stuart Udall made his committment a year
or so ago that America was in trouble. The
energy industry cannot supply our present
needs, and the people must readjust to this
situation. Mr. Udall's committment was to
understanding. Even more than an energy
gap in America, the bridge that must be built
is between that gap of reality and our under
standing of it.

Herb Hafif is presently running for governor
of our state of California. He has made that
committment because he believes certain
priorities are held by the people and not by
the present administration. A campaign for
governor is a very involved and costly
process—taking away from his own family
so that he may best serve his own
conscience.
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SUITABLE FOR ANY
OCCASIONS
SPRING EVENTS

PaPa Du Run Run

Cold Blood

Sons of Champlin: Bill Champlin, lead
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LYSISTRATA
THE WOMEN UPRISE
Lysistrata, the classic Greek comedy by
that master writer Aristophanes, was the
season opener for the UOP drama depart
ment. The show, which ran October 12, 13,
19, 20, 26, and 27, was directed by Pro
fessor Darrell Persels.
The plot involves Lysistrata's plan to
end war between Athens and Sparta forever.
Her plan calls for the women of Greece to
abstain from sexual activity with their hus
bands until a permanent peace has been
achieved. At first, the women are turned off
by the plan since this will also keep them
from achieving sexual fulfillment. With
coaxing from Lysistrata, such as reminding
them that they don't get any attention if their
husbands are always away fighting, they
finally agree to take the oath.
The movement
survives male
chauvenism and near slipups by some of
the women. Finally, celebacy becomes too
much for the lusty Greecian men and they
sign a peace treaty.
The show is full of puns and lewd humor
(both verbal and visual) which Aristiphanes
was known for and the Pacific cast carried
off excellently. At one point in the play,
Lysistrata shouts, "We want to get laid!" The

AFTER DARK September 1973-May 1974

chorus of women shout out, "By Zeus!" and
Lysistrata answers back, "No, not by Zeus!"
When a Spartan herald enters, he is
asked by the Magistrate whether he is a man
or an erection. It's not hard to understand
his confusion. Later the Magistrate inquires
about the state of things in Sparta. The
herald's replay is, "Hard!"
The cast was headed by Melinda
Rosselli in the role of the Athenian pacifist,
Lysistrata. A few of the lustry Athenian
women who agree to Lysistrata's plan,
Kalonika, Lampito, a Boiotian girl, and a
Korinthian girl, were played by Sara Kauf
man, Laurie Gillespie, Kathy Rainey and
Linda
Weber,
respectively.
Another
Athenian female who tortures her husband,
in one hilarious scene is Myrrhina, played by
Stanzi Uhrek. Her husbad, Kinesias, was
played by James Kelley (and about eight
inches of wood).
The chorus of women was played by
Tamsen Nash, Debbie Sundet, Sheely
DeAngelis and Allison Barnwell as the
chorus leader.
The men's chorus was headed by
Michael Healy and comprised by Jim Boyd,
Marc Richman, and David Segerstrom.

Filling out the rest of the cast were
Douglas Brennan as the Magistrate, An
thony Bryant as the Spartan Herald, Allan
Erickson as the Athenian Ambassador,
Mark Von Culin as the Spartan Ambassador,
and Helen Swann as the much sought-after
Peace.
(by Richard Burgoni)
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AND MISS REARDON
DRINKS A LITTLE
SO WHO'S
COMPLAINING?
This biting, touching and often wildly
funny play probes deeply into the tortured
relationsips of three sisters whose lives have
reached a point of cirsis. Written by Paul
Zindel, author of the Pulitzer Prize winning
THE EFFECT OF GAMMA RAYS ON MAN-INTHE-MOON MARIGOLDS, Miss Reardon was
a recent Broadway success starring Julie
Harris and Estelle Parsons. P.A.R.T.'s
production is among the first non-profes
sional staging of this contemporary master
piece.
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THEATRE '70
TAKE THREE
Theatre '70-Take 3 was the title of the
program offered by the 3rd European Tour
Company to both U.O.P. students and resi
dents of major cities in Yugoslavia, Austria
and Germany.
The touring company consisted of four
teen people rather than eleven, as in past
years. Dr. Sy Kahn, director of such Pacific
hits as Marat / Sade, J.B., The Boys in the
Band, Henry IV, Part I, The Deputy, and
Plaza Suite, served as Executive Director for
Theatre '70-Take 3. The Associatd and
Technical Director for the touring company
was Mark Wardrip, whose acting credits in
clude The Typists, The Killing of Sister
George, Mother Earth, and Night Watch.
Allison Barnwell, Anthony Bryant, Dave
Cassell, Alex P. Citron, Allan Erickson, Ken
Fleishour, Michael Healy, Sara Kaufman,
Tamsen Nash, Theodore G. Ohl, Kathryn
Rainey, and Linda Weber made up the re
mainder of the company.
Left:
Left to right, Michael Healy, Alex P. Citron and
Allan Erickson in Improvisations - "The Porno
Flicks"
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Two program were presented on the
tour. One each night. Program #1 con
sisted of The Night Thoreau Spent in Jail, by
Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee, and
Improvisations. Program #2 included Dr.
Fish, by Murray Schisgal, Brainwave, by
Benjamin Bradford, and Improvisations.

Above:
Left to right, Linda Weber, Allan Erickson, Tamsen
Nash and David Cassell in "The Night Thoreau
Spent in Jail"
Right:
Left to right, Alex P. Citron, Kathy Rainey and
Theodore G. 'Ohl in "Dr. Fish"

....... ..

Above:
David Cassell and Ken Fleishour in "The Night
Thoreau Spent in jail"
Right:
The Company of "Theatre 70-Take 3"; left to right
beginning with back row, Theodore Ohl, David
Cassell, Ken Fleishour, Alison Barnwell, Allan
Erickson, Sarah Kaufman, Kathy Rainey, Sy Kahn,
Alex Citron, Michael Ffealy, Linda Weber, An
thony Bryant, Tamsen Nash, and Mark Wardrip.
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COLLEGE OF THE PACIFIC
The College of the Pacific of
fers its students a personalized
education in the liberal arts. The
manner in which educational
goals are pursued is primarily stu
dent initiated and there is always
room for change.
The many facets of educa
tion in COP are in a constant state
of flux in conjunction with the
needs and desires of the aca
demic community. This constant
change to new direction makes it
difficult to chart the course of the
college but many new discoveries
He aheed for the COP com
munity.

For once in my life
I can say whatever I want
and I haven't got
anything t o say.

i think of your eyes
crystal blue, piercing
i feel your skin
tough as leather
i cry your tears
take me into your embrace
and rub my spine
we've rapped on love
and giving
but where are we really at?
can there be a beginning and no
end?
how do i touch you
spiritually defined
i want to walk in your presence
i want to sleep by your side
how many sides of you are
there?
show me what you love
show me how you love
take me into your arms
but no committments come
between us
we are free
to live
to love
to be
ourselves existing in the
light of man

the reflections of the past
contemplation and understanding
we see but we don't
what's under your skin
show me sometime
if you wish to explore
a small portion of life together
growing together, from
each other
surviving and perpetually free
together and seperate
simultaneously
energy rebounding from
spirit to soul
soul to spirit
my inhibitions clouding
my mind
i want to be me
self-ness
to express to you what
i feel is the truth,
for you are my friend
and i love you
as i love all my friends
love to give of myself
and expecting nothing in
return but truth,
i am an honest person
and wish my friends
to be genuine
because friends can
only be real or
they are no friends at...all

i shake inside
excitement
expanding my mind and heart
i feel good about you, my friend
and i hope the day will never
come when
i don't
"as new life will come thru
death,

love will come with pleasure
love of love, love of life,
and giving without measure
gives in return the wonderous
yearn for curse,
almost sin
live hand in hand
and together we'll stand
on the threshold of a dream
now you don't know that youare
real
now you know that you are freemoody blues-

Karin Mitchell
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SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Y >

The
School
of
Engi
n e e r i n g is h o u s e d i n its o w n
building - Baun Hall. Con
struction material laboratories
contain equipment and de
vices f o r t e s t i n g a n d p e r froming experimental work
w i t h t h e various m a t e r i a l s o f
construction.

...
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A new hydraulics labora
tory, designed by U.O.P. engi
n e e r i n g s t u d e n t , is u n d e r
c o n s t r u c t i o n . T h e l a b o r a t o r y is
equipped to handle experi
m e n t s o n m o d e l studies o f
hydraulic structures and to
study fluid flows in pipes and
o p e n c h a n n e l s . T h e n e w fa
cility will be in operation by
J a n u a r y , 1974.
High quality intruments
and ancillary equipment are
available for instruction in
e n g i n e e r i n g a n d cadastral s u r 
veying.
In the electrical and elec
t r o n i c s f i e l d , t h e r e is m o d e r n
equipment for evaluating elec
trical designs, validating the
t h e o r i e s o f c i r c u i t analysis a n d
synthesis, o b s e r v i n g various
electrical
phenomena with
modern measurement tech
niques, and studying energy
c o n v e r s i o n systems.
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SCHOOL OF
PHARMACY
The problems ot modern
health care delivery to everyone,
at a price that can be afforded, are
of immediate concern to the
educators who plan the curricula
for those who enter any ot the
Health Professions.
Pacific P h a r m a c y s t u d e n t s ,
Faculty and Administrators, are
constantly at work together to
keep abreast ot the practical
problems of health care as they
are related to the emerging roles
for Pharmacists. A changing
Pharmacy education curriculum
results from the joint efforts of
these concerned persons. This was
not always so in the past. As a
result of the new long range
planning
methods
and
by
e x p e r i m e n t i n g , it is a p p a r e n t t h a t
P a c i f i c ' s S c h o o l o f P h a r m a c y is
pioneering
some
new
and
interesting approaches to modern
practical pharmacy education. In
t h e n e w a p p r o a c h e s , it is o f
interest to note that Pharmacy
education has become more
patient oriented and less product
oriented.

- "•* - ^

Ivan W. Roland, Dean
School of Pharmacy

The School
of
Pharmacy was
o r g a n i z e d i n 1 9 5 5 . It is a m e m b e r o f t h e
American Association of Colleges of
P h a r m a c y , a n d is f u l l y a c c r e d i t e d b y t h e
American Council on Pharmaceutical
Education.
As the responsibilities and challenges
of modern health care delivery have
changed, the role of the pharmacist has
on
new
dimensions
and
taken
perspectives. In step with the emerging

concepts of health care delivery, the
University has recently completed a $4.2
million Pharmacy Complex. Not only are
the facilities completely modern, but
there has been a complete revision and
streamlining of the Pharmavy curriculum.
The new curriculum fakes full
advantage of the advantages of the
...forget that...
The new curriculum takes full
advantage of the advances which have

occured in the High School and Junior
College levels of teaching, and provides
for a maximum of interdisciplinary
approach to instruction.
The Profession has always required
practical experience prior to licensure.
This has now been structured into the
curriculum, providing the opportunity
for students to spend a full semester as a
Pharmacy-intern. The internship involves
a recognized preceptor-pharmacist, the

State Board of Pharmacy, and the School.
During this semester experience, the
student receives a salary commensurate
w i t h l o c a l p r a c t i c e , is g i v e n firs t h a n d
introduction to the practice of Pharmacy,
a n d is c r e d i t e d w i t h a s e m e s t e r ' s e q u i v a 
lent of course work.
With the introduction of Clinical
Pharmacy into the curriculum, arrange
ments have been made with cooperating
hospitals to accept eligible Pharmacy stu
dents for a full semester of clinical
experience.
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R e c o g n i t i o n is g i v e n t o t h e r e l a t i o n 
ships of socio-economic principles to
health and general welfare of the
c o m m u n i t y . I n c r e a s e d o p p o r t u n i t y is
provided for the student to develop a
sense of responsibility and involvement
through participation in educational pro
grams on drug abuse, veneral disease,
and
other
items
of
community
importance.
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RAYMOND COLLEGE
The
Raymond
College experience is
focused upon indi
vidual growth and
self-realization. Ray
mond is committed
to broad liberal arts
studies while at the
same time providing
the maximum op
portunity for stu
dents
to
select
courses which will
enable them to pur
sue
independent
lines of creative de
velopment.

ft
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"Even those
limp
go
backward"

who
not

- Gibran

Once upon a time forty-two students from all points of the compass
went to Callison College and then came to Japan.
Here they found themselves, each other, age old faiths, the arts and
crafts, the ancient beauties, the modern clutter . . . and the Japanese.

Sue Schneider
fun and games...
here we are,
forty-two young people
in a very foreign environment
attempting to keep familiar
our past, incorporate the present
while I long
for my friends and to get the hell..
California seems so far away,
so foreign...
I feel I am alone
in a place full of.people
many Japanesse walking by
alienating my half-friendly glance
with their hard, cold stare.
set me free
try to grasp the
beauty inherent yet hidden
in this land
so far away from home.

They
They
They
They

worked in Kagoshima and Koishihara, Tachikui and Sapporo.
studied at Hirakata and Kyoto.
lived in homes and dormitories, in apartments, temples and on farms.
learned of pottery and Ken'do, flute, woodblock, and the gentle art of tea.

A bit about calligraphy and how to hold a fan.
They learned to speak and mime their way to understanding a a new old world
They travelled from North t o South and East to West.
They did all this in just a year.
This is " T h e Portrait of The Year."
T h i s is " T H E P O R T R A I T O F T H E Y E A R . "

Personally, I've always considered myself to
be a connoisseur of everything from Kosher dills
to the "bread and butter" pickles my grand
mother used to make. I didn't realize how little
experience I had in this area until I came to
Japan. And, I 'll have to admit, my taste buds did
flinch a little before taking the big plunge.
But, wow when they did!

-

KODOMO by Kathy Bowen
Children playing
in a narrow
street
boy chasing girls
with bugs
and crying
"Abunai."
words are different
but the same
bright light
shines
through almond eyes
that shined
through mine
at a tender age.
the innocence of
any nations
children
curls
soft lips
into
a sweet smile.

We have learned to swallow our arrogance and accept the humility that is
standard. Yet we leave behind us the memories of a unique school in a now far away
land. A place that most of us will not see again for some time. Though our main
effort while we are students in Japan lies in our Japanese studies, an umbilical cord
stretches across the Pacific to Stockton, California.
Callison College was founded in 1967 and became the first college of its kind in
the United States, offering an extensive overseas program to undergraduate
students in a non-western culture. Its founders anticipated the growing need and
desire of a great many students to attend a university that would impress upon them
the sense of global awareness that is rapidly becoming the medium of
communication and cooperation throughout the world.
In the past, this expressed goal of Callison has drawn students from many parts
of the world as well as from across the United States. Over 60 per cent of this year's
class in Japan is from outside California.

by Donna Keuck
As I turn out the lamp
a cricket sings
Evening rain has passed.
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Continued from page 70

students each year.
Field work is a n importantexperience for future teachers. The
School of Education provides this field work in two ways: with
special programs within the school, a n d with classes that involve
field work situations.
The school provides educational clinical services for the
community. The clinical services testing office officially
administers various standardized tests. The Reading Clinic
provides help and instruction for elementary and secondary
students with reading disabilities.
Future teachers participate in publicschools while attending
the University. For example, the course "School in Community"
(Dr. Bacon) had lab sessions in Stockton's public schools.

School off Education
The premise of t h e School of Education is simple: teacher
education. This simple premise manifests itself in four degree
programs, many special programs such as the Teacher Corps, the
High School Equivalency Program, and student teaching in
Mexico. There are four departments of instruction, including:
General Education, Curriculum and Instruction, Educational and
Counseling Psychology, and Educational Administration and
Supervision.
Some students a n d faculty members feel there is a problem
with inadequate facilities, particularly aging Owen and Bannister
Halls. The fact remains, however, that Pacific's School of Education
is a m o n g t h e finest in California. T h e faculty a n d staff of t h e s c h o o l
are well-trained, enthusiastic, and above all, personally
concerned with each of their students. Just one excellent example
of this personal concern is Dr. Lloyd King , w h o spends o n e third of
his time counseling and advising from fifty t o two hundred
Continued on page 71
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STUDENTS
ASSOCIATE
The Asociated Students of the
School of Education, or ASSE, rep
resents the students of the school
when policy decisions are made.
The members of the board are
elected by a vote of the student
body of the school.
Members of
the board,
pictured below, are: Debbie
Stevens, President; Sue Smith,
Vice-President; Jane Dyer, Secre
tary; Kathy Attaway, Treasurer;
Donna Hiraga, Commissioner of
Publicity; Lorenzo Maya, Com
missioner of Activities.

A

STATEMENT
ABOUT THE
SCHOOL OF
EDUCATION

This year is the fiftieth anni
versary of the School of Education.
The official organization was in
December of 1923, with official recog
nition by the California State Board of
Education on January 10, 1924. The
late Dr. J. William Harris, originally
appointed to the University of the
Pacific in 1910, was dean from 1924 to
1944. Dr. J. Marc Jantzen, dean from
1944 to the present, is only the second
dean of the School of Education in its
fifty year history. Dean Jantzen is

retiring from his administrative duties
in the summer of f974.
When asked what hw saw as the
major achievements during his thirty
years as dean, Dr. Jantzen replied,
"We have grown in §tudent enroll
ment in Education; the faculty has
grown from four to more than 27 fulltime equivalent; we have instituted
degree programs on the bachelor's,
master's, specialist, and doctorate
levels, and our areas of professional
preparation have expanded into
special education, early childhood,
counselors and school psychologists,
and school administration, in addition
to our extensive programs in ele
mentary and secondary teaching."
During Dean Jantzen's thirty
years a total of 1179 Education degrees
have been awarded, and 5244
credentials. He is especially pleased
with the increase of minority persons
achieveing degrees and credentials,
with the achievement of higher levels

of professional accreditation, and with
the extensive involvement of students
and faculty members in international
programs.
When asked what he sees in the
years ahead, Dean Jantzen indicated
he foresaw a greater involvement of
students along with faculty members
in planning programs, and a greatly
increased cooperation of public
schools and University in teacher
education.
"UOP is an excellent private uni
versity, and our teacher education
programs are among the best in the
State," claims Dean Jantzen. But he
hastens to add, "The new dean will find
plenty to do and to challenge him. In
this business you have to run fast to
keep ahead. I predict a great future for
the School of Education and for the
University."
The concluding shot by the Dean
was: "I expect to be around for many
more years to see what happens."

•
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Conservatory of Music

Pacific's Conservatory of Music is a m o n g t h e finest
music schools o n t h e west coast. It is accredited by t h e
National Association of Schools of
Music and by the
National.Associatio.n of Music Therapy.
Professional
degrees are offered in five fields: Performance, Music
Education, Music Therapy, Music History, and Music
Theory-Composition.
The conservatory also offers a
bachelor of arts degree with a major in music, in coopera
tion with the College of the Pacific. Callison and Elbert
C o v e l l s t u d e n t s c a n a l s o e a r n a B.A . w i t h a major in music.
The conservatory encourages both musical excellence
and personal freedom, or "creativity and craft." The
Conservatory places heavy emphasis on developing the
tools of musicianship, with required "Basic Materials"
history, theory, a n d drill classes. Creativity is manifested
throughout the conservatory, from freshman compositions
to the composers club to voluntary participation in local
orchestras.

II

*

THERE'S
ALWAYS
SOMETHING
HAPPENING AT THE
CONSERVATORY

The Conservatory oilers a lull
spectrum of activities. There is almost
always one concert, recital or
program during each week; some
times as many us two or three. Each of
Pacific's many musical organizations
gives at least one concert during the
school year.
The marching band in the fall
becomes the concert band during
spring. Each gives birth to several
small ensembles (string, wind, wood
wind, brass, and percussion) of
especially talented students.
The
marching band, of course, is famous
for its high-stepping performances at
football games. The concert band
gives several concerts of more tra
ditional music during the.later part of
the school year.- The members of the
ensembles recieve no academic credit
for their extra practicing and
performing. Each ensemble performs
at least once each year.
In addition to these two bands and
five ensembles, Pacific also boasts
Jazz Band, Chorus, A Capella Choir,
the Pacific Singers, the University
Symphony, the Pacific Symphonetta,
and Opera Theater. Again, each each
of these performed once or more
during the year.
There were several unusual pro
grams offered by the Conservatory
this year. Mu Phi Epsilon sponsored a
special piano recital by Yumiko
Tabuchi in October Both the Choir
and Concert Band toured California,
for one week in April and Marcn,
respectively. The Composer's Club
performed some of their original
compositions in two different concerts.
Of course, Band Frolic in February is'
one of the band's major activities, and
each member both worked and played
hard at this year's frolic. A number of
other special recitals were given,
including the Faculty Woodwind
Quartet and the Gabrioni Trio.
Pacific boasts an excellent
Resident Artist Series. There were a
dozen recitals this year: Elizabeth
Spelts, soprano; and Rex Cooper,
piano, in October. Donald Dollarhide,
piano; Ira Lehn, cello with Joan
Coulter, piano; and George Nemeth,
trench horn and Donald Da Grade,
bassoon, in October. Warren van

Continued on page 80
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Continued from page 79
Bronkhorst, violin; Charles Schilling,
organ; and Dickson Titus, baritone, in
November.
David Goedeeke,
trumpet; and the Faculty Quintet
performed in January.Finishing the
series were Rex Cooper, piano; and
Wolfgang Fetseh, piano, in February.

ELBERT COVELL COLLEG
Covell is moving ahead fast
and efficiently. Sponsored by its
own student government, the
Alianza Estudiantial, and with the
open support and cooperation of
the facufty and administration,
Covell has made up its mind to
develop its full potential and in
herent qualities by a number of
academic, cultural and athletic
activities which would involve a
large number of students and
faculty.
The academic aspect has pri
ority above all, and that is why a
series of Forum has been institu
tionalized on a bi-weekly basis.
The Forums, composed of stu
dents and faculty, are designed to

provide the students with a more
specific understanding of Latin
America and its relation to the
United States.
We have had Forums on the
Chilean situation, the Peruvian
Model, the Brasilian Experience
and we will have more de
pending on student request and
any development that might arise
spontaneously in Latin America.
A series of lecture were of
fered by several distinguished
guests such as Dr. Jamie Benitez,
High Commissioner of Puerto
Rico in the U.S. Congress; Dr. Italo
Bustamante Paoulucci, Attorney
General of the State of San Paulo,
Brasil; Mr. James Nelson Goodsell, Latin American Editor of the
Christian Science Monitor; Ms.
Georgine Anne Geyer of the

Chicago Daily News, and several
others.
The Alianza Estudiantial has
also established a series of films in
cluding Third World Movies, as
well as entertaining ones. There
has also been a student evalua
tion of the faculty, informative
talks by our faculty and students
who participated in the Pacific
Coast
Conference
on Latin
American Studies, several dances,
etc.
There has been involvement
with the community as out stu
dents are tutoring in migrant
camps.

All these activities are or
ganized by the student govern
ment of Covell College and the
ample support of the faculty and
Administration.
Sincerely yours,
Carlos Mazal
Student Body President
Alianza Estudiantial
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crisp hitting. Practice made it
evident that a solid nucleus of
talent had returned. Gradua
tion created some problems at
linebacker and in the offensive
line. However, with the experi
ence of the massive 6 foot, 275
pound Mr. Viney in the offen
sive line, and the addition of
junior College All-American,
Dennis Ramsey, at linebacker,
the situation seemed to be well
under hand.

Pacific came off its best sea
son since 1949. The 1972 Tigers
ran up an 8 -3 record> which in
cluded a seven-game winning
streak and second place finish
in the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association. Chester Caddas, in
his rookie season as a head
coach, was named Northern
California Coach of the Year for
his efforts while UOP's running

attack ranked twelfth na
tionally after averaging 265.2
yards per game. The Tiger de
fense finished against the rush
by allowing the opposition just
101.1 yards per game. Thirty-one
lettermen (ten starters) re
turned from that unit.
Pre-season practice for the
1973 season was slowed-down by
, but practices went well

The Tigers didn't have very
much hot weather, which
helped, although the squad did
begin to drag a bit toward the
end of two-a-day workouts.
None of the injuries were seri
ous. They were simply the kind
that keep people out a day, or
slow them down. In spite of
these injuries, the scrimmages
went well with plenty of good,

iA»'--

Bruce Keplinger waged a
fierce battle with Carlos Brown
and Steve Towne at quarter
back. Pacific, a school known for
great 'quarterbacks, has rarely
been so deep with talent at the
timportant position of quar
terback.
All
three
men
played, and played well during
the 1973 season, making it an
ever increasingly hard job for
Caddas to decide who was to
start each game.
The backfield was manned
by senior fullback, Mike Mangrum and junior tailback Willard Harrell. Senior tailback,
Mike Davis, also saw a con
siderable amount of duty. With
Mangrum, Harrell, and Davis all
rushing near the very impressive(five-yard mark, the strength
of the Tiger attack was again the
triple-option running game that
had paid off so well for the
Tigers in recent years. Many sur
prises awaited the Tiger fans, as
they steadily watched Harrell go

'
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off-tackle, only to see Dave
McElhinney come from his tight
end position to snag a pass.
McElhinney was the Tiger's most
pleasant surprise this year, as he
recovered from knee surgery
quickly and played extremely
well. Eyerbide at flanker and
Diggs at split end also were
consistant performers for the
Tigers. Diggs, however, was the
acknowledged deep threat in
the Pacific passing attack.
Any offensive back will give
the offensive line as much credit
as he gives himself, as it is the
line that open holes for the back
to cut through: There is a big
reason up front why the Tiger
running game has been so
successful; a very literal "big
reason". Willie Viney, at six feet,
275 pounds, was the out
standing performer on the line,
and was considered a possible
pro draft choice for profes
sional football. He continued to
"blow opponents out" with
fierce charge off the line.
Viney's Gang performed well
for the Tigers, giving the run
ning backs opportunity to gain
good yardage.
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merito State, 22-0 in Stockton. In
was only UOP's shutout since
7969. Led by Larry Bailey's nine
tackles and
three
fumble
recoveries, the Tiger defense
held Sac State to just 171 total
yards. The Hornets only pene
trated past the 50 yard line three
times...one of those when UOP
fumbled deep in its own terri
tory. Meanwhile, the Tiger tri
ple option offense crushed for
418 total yards, netting 250 on
the ground and 168 passing.
Pacific then got off to its
fastest start since 1970 by
dumping UTEP 39 - 4, in El Paso,
for its second win of the season.
The Tigers parlayed a stingy

FACES
IN THE CROWD

Defensively, the
Tigers
were anchored by tackle, Larry
Bailey, Steve Spiro, Brian Sulli
van and Jack Carter. Chuck
Knutson and Dennis Ramsey

played well at linebacker, while
Steve Capozzo was very good in
the defensive backfield. The
Tiger defensive line was very
tough against the run, most

teams perferring to take ai,
against the Tigers.
Pacific won its opener fo
the first time in three years, dis ,
posing of outmanned Sacrai

defense and second-half otfensive explosion for the lop
sided victory, The Tiger de
fense held Texas to 97 yards
rushing and stopped the oppo
nent without a touchdown for

the second time this year.
Meanwhile, the Tiger's wellbalenced offense was going
over the 400 yard mark for the
second week in a row, piling up
433 yards total offense.
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The University of the
Pacific athletic department is
more diversified than people
think. A group of energetic
individuals have manned
together to form the Pacific
Ice Hockey Club (PIHC). The
team, who was previously
known as the Skunks, is
captained by Red Smith.
Some of the players on
the team are Bob Crawford,
Don Sperry, Pete Shepard,
Chris Hunefeld, Don Stratton and others. Although the
skill of some of the players is
quite developed, the team
operates on the structure
that anyone may try out for
the team, even if they have
never played before.
The PIHC drew nearly
one hundred people for its
games, which are played at
the Oak Park Ice Rink.

ICE HOCKEY

Play for m o r e than y o u can afford
t o lose, a n d y o u w i l l learn t h e
game.
m»
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The University of the
Pacific
basketball
team
jumped off to an amazing 8-1
record at the beginning of
the season. This was. the
fastest start the team had had
since 1967-68 when they got
off to an early 11-1 mark.
The Tigers, under Head
Coach Stan Morrison, ran a
ball control offense, taking
high percentage shots and
capitalizing on defensive
mistakes by the other team.
The
defense,
however,
proved to be the backbone
of Tigers' game. Time and
again,
the
opposition
threatened them late in
game, only
to have a
combination
of
manpressure and effective zone
defenses turn them avyay.
John Errecart led the
Tigers in scoring and was the
court general, running the

BASKETBALL
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offense and setting the de
fense for the team. Chad
Meyer handled the low post
for the Tigers and was one of
the leaders in rebounding.
Gary Dean, shooting well
from the field and the free
throw line, proved a constant
threat from short range, and
complimented
this
with
fiercely
quick
drives.
Leonard Armato operated at
the point, with his quick
hands
and
lightening
footwork. Vic Baker worked
at the high post, scoring well
from that position. Ron
James, whose patented one
hand jumper often swished
the nets, did his thing at the
wing. He was a leading scorer
and rebounder, and assumed
the great
load of
re
bounding when Gary Dean
broke his ankle during midseason.

The Tiger hoopsters had
a very fine season, but if there
was one weakness that hurt
them more than any other, it
was
their
lack
of
re
bounding. If the team can
recruit some leaping ability,
to compliment their fine
talent, next season could be a
banner
year
for
Pacific
basketball.

•
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The Tiger Tankers and
Coach Bill Rose had another
in a series of great seasons,
dating back nearly ten years
in Pacific swimming history.
The swimmers compiled a
near perfect season with an
77-7 record in dual meet
competition. Their only loss
of theseason came in January
when they swam against the
University
of
Southern
California, losing to the Tro
jans by only four points. Al
though losing by points to
Southern California, this was
a moral victory for the Tigers
as they nearly upset the team
that was third in the N.C.A.A.
finals last year. Coach Rose of
Pacific and many other well
respected coaches in the
nation feel that U.S.C. maybe
the strongest team in the na
tion this year and could cap
ture first place in the
N.C.A.A. finals. With their
strong showing against this
powerhouse, Pacific heads
into the finals as a definite
contender for the crown of
national champion.
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The tankers boasted five
All-Americans
this
year,
which is a feat many larger
schools would be proud to
accomplish.
Recently
returning from the World
University
Games
in
Moscow, Russia, Rick Reeder
gained All-American honors
as a competitor in the 100 and
200 meter freestyle events.
Randy Snider also gained his
honor in the freestyle events
of 50 and 100 meters. Joe
Dietrich, who at one point
both last season and this
season held the fastest time
in the nation in his event,
joined Snider as Ail-Ameri
can in the 50 and 100 meter
freestyle. Ken Edwards and
Jeff Passeggi
joined this
group of elite in the butter
fly event, with Passeggi being
awarded honors in the dis
tance freestyle also.
At the conclusion of this
swimming season, a record
was written into the books
that will never be broken,
and can only be tied by
perfection. The 400 freestyle
relay team of Rick Reeder,
Randy Snider, Joe Dietrich
and Ken Edwards, put the
finishing touches on a fouryear record that never saw
the Tiger 400 freestyle relay
fall to -defeat in dual meet
competition.
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WOMEN'S SWIMMING
The UOP's women's
swimming team, coached by
Ann Edelman this year,
splashed their way through
the swim season improving
their times and displaying
talent in various events. Ten
meets were swum from
September
through
De
cember with the NCIAC
finals at Humboldt State
College.
Heading the team were:
Senior, Sally Van Dyke, whp
qualified in the finals at Hum
boldt in the 100 Individual
Medley and 100 Backstroke.
She also made the national
time in the 100 Backstroke
during the season. Sue

ill

1

Brasheres, a junior, showed
marked improvement in the
Butterfly events, bettering all
her times from the pre
vious year. Helen Pohl, a
sophomore, was a strong
competitor in the 100 Free
style and 200 along with the
100 Individual Medley and
Butterfly
events.
Izzy
Brinkley and Janet Storey
were two freestyle sprinters
who also helped strengthen
the team.
The relay teams, both
freestyle and I.M., were
taken care of by Sally Van
Dyke, Helen Pohl, Sue Bra
sheres, Izzy Brinkley and
Janet Storey. Other team
mates included: Jody Cornwell, Mary Sinclair, Betsy
Anderson,
Nancy
Corr,
Ginny Cole, Julie Jacobs and
Judy White. These girls
worked hard all season long
and
showed
marked
improvement in each meet.
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MEN'S TENNIS

Under the direction of
Coach Dick Ricks, the men's
varsity tennis team enjoyed
another successful season.
Ricks, a fine tournament
player himself, started to
coach the Tigers last year and
lead them to a .500 season,
the best in many years. This
year with all of his top line
players
returning. Coach
Ricks expected to do well.
Heading the list was
Randy Widegren, a senior
Engineering major from Ar
nold, Califoria. Randy has
held the number 7 singles
position for two years. A
pleasant surprise for the team
this year was the addition of
junior Lance Turner. Lance
tranferred from San Joaquin
Delta College where he was
the number one player for
the Mustangs. Lance enjoyed
a very good season winning
the majority of his matches
with his consistant serve and
volley game. Sophomores

V•
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Pete Bohlinger and Mark
Weiser both from the Santa
Barbara area were vastly im
proved after their freshman
year. Pete relied on his
blazing serve and classic
strokes to compile a respec
table
individual
record.
Weiser, who worked hard
during the summer to im
prove his game, was by far
the most improved since last
season. The hardhitting lefty
play consistently well all
season long and compiled an
outstanding win-loss record
in his singles matches. This
year's team captain was Steve
Kessler. Kessler, a junior who
teamed up with Weiser to
form a strong doubles
combination, played a strong
singles game with his consistant strokes. Steve relied on
his strong backhand and
forehand to whip his op
ponents, rather than the
usual serve and volley type
attack. Sophomore Clark

Emerson, who for the second
straight year played at the
number six singles position,
added some key victories in
key situation. Clark always
seemed to be at the top of his
game in tight situations.
Senior Doug Kirk and Frosh
Stuart Green rounded out
the varsity squad.
With only one senior in
the top six singles positions
leaving, Coach Ricks can
expect more of the same
good tennis in the years to
come.

•••I

The women's athletic
program at Pacific has been
steadily improving during
the last couple of years. One
of the biggest improve
ments can be easily seen in
the women's tennis team.
Under the direction of Coach
Doris Meyer, this year's team
was by far the most talented.
Heading the list of out
standing female competitors
was Sue Collier, a Freshman
from Menlo Park. Sue is currenly ranked in the Girls 18
and
under
division
for
Northern California. Her
powerful
and
consistant
strokes proved too much for
her opponents all season
long. Right behind Sue was
transfer
student
Leslie
Hilcox. Leslie, who herself
could be the number one
player
for
most
other
schools, was simply devas
tating at the number two
singles position. Her fine

WOMEN'S TENNIS
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attitude and strong desire set
a good example for the rest
of the squad. Freshman
Laurie Loyd and Basia Belza
played well throughout the
season.
Both
are
hard
workers and improved their
games tremendously during
the season. Coach Meyer can
expect a lot from these two in
the years to come. Another
strong player was Terri Haslett. Terri, who at one time
was a ranked player, used her
strong backcourt game to
outlast her foes. When Terri
was on her game she was next
to impossible the beat. Betsy
Riemenschnider, Libby Closs
and Lynn Sciarini rounded
out the squad that provided
the best win-loss record in
UOP
Women's
Tennis
history.
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BASEBALL

had a very successful season,
finishing with their best wonloss record in four years.
Under the direction of head
coach Tom Stubbs, the
horsehiders were in the thick
of the P.C.A.A. race all year.
Stubbs was aided by assistant
coaches Olson, Bad Dude
Latham and Walsh.
As in previous years, a
strong point for Tigers was
their pitching. Returning
lettermen Rod Beilby, Rod
Bovee, Bill Kbim, and Russ
Word saw considerable ac
tion, while the addition of
Larry Prewitt, a well-known
Junior College prospect, was
a tremendous bolster to the
pitching
game.
Also
appearing ip spots were
Bruce D'Ambra, Ted Seghesio and Karl May.
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Defensive standouts for
the Tigers were many, but
Catching chores were
ably
manned
by Gary
Miyama, Dave Abdalla, and
Ron Smylie. Although being
better than average hitters,
the
trademark
of
the
catching corps was defense.
All three men exhibited
strong throwing arms in criti
cal situations during the year.
The Tigers had a power
ladened hitting attack that
saw the first seven men in the
order hit home runs during
the year. Heading the list of
sluggers was shortstop Ron
Zakoor, center fielder Franz
Viarello, right fielder Clen
Kaiser, left fielder Mike
Backovich,
and
third
baseman Scott Boras. Ken
Marshall handled the Desig
nated Hitter role for the first
time this year.
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The UOP golf team held
its own this year against some
stiff opposition. Coach Glen
Albaugh's golf program has
vastly improved in the last
few years. This year for the
first time, due to the
abundance of good players, a
J.V. team was formed. Assis
tant Coach Charles Balisha
took care of the J.V. squad
and compiled an impressive
record. The varsity squad was
led by Barry Ruhl. To show
the outstanding ability of
Ruhl, he outplayed San Jose
State's All-American golfer,
Mack Lye, when they met
head to head in dual meet
competition. All of the var
sity golfers were capable of

shooting in the 70s. Rich
Allen played behind Ruhl
and did well at that position.
Scott Clark shot consistantly
in the mid-70's during the
year and many times
outplayed his opponent with
steadiness.
Cavan
his
Amerine and Chirs Jorden
were both vastly improved
from last year. This was true
for most of the returning
lettermen. They all worked
hard durign the off-season to
improve and started to work
through the direction of
Coach Albaugh at the be
ginning of the year. Coach
Albaugh should be given cre
dit for the improvement of
his team. Coach Albaugh is

constantly working with his
squad to erase bad habits and
techniques that could de
cide the match.
The team played most of
its home matches at Dry
Creek Golf course in Gait.
The highligh of this year's
season came when the team
was able to take a tour of the
Monterey Peninsula and play
on
such
internationally
famous courses such as
Cyprus, Spyglass and Pebble
Beach, site of the Bing Crosby
open.

GOLF TEAM
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SONGLEADERS
Louise Ottis
Shirley Jones
Caroline Goodwin
Bunnia Kimble
Sharifa Kimble

SOCCER
This year's edition of the varsity
soccer team included many new
f a c e s . N o less t h a n t e n f r e s h m e n
gained playing experience for the
Tigers this year. Being a building
year, Coach Jim Santomier, used a
wide-open offense which proved to
be very exciting. The main ingredi
ent that this year's team lacked was
valuable playing experience. Even
with such a young club, the soccer
team played well throughout the
season.
The outstanding player on this
year's team was senior halfback,
Roberto Ishihara. Ishihara, who has
lettered all four years at U.O.P., pro
vided valuable leadership on and off
the field. Another senior, goalie
Doug Kirk, played consistantly well
throughout the schedule. The fresh
man trio of Al Juarez, Jose Rodriquez and Mac Couto was a pleasant
surprise to Coach Santomier. These
three will form the nucleus of future
U.O.P. soccer teams. With all the
young players gaining playing ex
perience this year, the future looks
bright for soccer at U.O.P.

The prospect for the fu
ture, however, is far from
dim.
Freshmen,
Craig
Schwartz and Stu Craft, both
performed well in their first
year
of
intercollegiate
competition. Jeff Passeggi
and John Richards were also
assets to the team. Perhaps
one of the more pleasing
surprises was the playing
of freshman goalie, Gordy
Smith. Smith kept a sharp

lookout while guarding the
net, and was tough in clutch
situations.
Coach
Sutton
was
pleased with the team's
attitude and hard work
throughout the season. This
year's team held up the repu
tation of past successful polo
seasons, with aggressive play
and fine agility in the water.
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Omega men

MANOR HOUSE
week. Many students participated
actively in a trek across the street to

buckets of water from second floor
and their ferocious fire hose. These

the Phi Delta Chi frat house, in

exchanges of spirit are usually fol
lowed by gatherings at Shakey's or

an attempt

to bring home the

"borrowed" spirit stick. Phi Delta
Chi displayed their enthusiastic
greeting with water balloons and

PHI DELTA CHI

Straw Hat. Those students who
prefer to remain behind the lines,
continued on page 760

From Stadium Way one looks
down Campus Lane to the four pil
lared palace that's called Omega Phi
Alpha. Within these hallowed con
fines for more than a half of a cen
tury, men have lived communally
providing social and educational
simuli for themselves and others of
the Pacific campus.
The_ men who join the house
have varied interests as tar as edu
cational skews. This adds to its like
interests in creating a brotherhood
of men that strives to promote
friendship, develop character, and
govern itself in a liberal form which
meets the times in which we live.
Omega Phi participates as a
house in Intramural activities,
Spring Sing, Band Frolic, Home
coming. Individuals within the
house participate in Varsity athlethtics, student politics, student pub
lications.
But much more important, we
interact together across the dinner
table, while playing a game of ping
pong or pool, watching TV or on the
porch, while scoping the campus
scene. Through this broad-based
interaction, the brotherhood
deft
velops a feeling that goes far be
yond the "Frat in the middle".
Howard A. Fish

GRACE COVELL HALL
Grace Covell is the largest
dorm on campus. Within her walls
are some of the most varied and
versatile people attending UOP.
The events that take place within
Grace CoveU's confines are equally
as varied and unique as are her resi
dents.
158

Maybe we can give you a
glimpse of the life of Grace Cove// as
portrayed by the students and staff.
There is a definite contrast to
the Covell of the past. No longer are
we a dormant resident hall. Xou
can find students getting rowdy on

Monday nights, competing with
SAE during song night. We are a
leading contender for the "spirit
stick" at Tiger football games. We
have been in possession of the stick
once and co-holder the following

CARTER HOUSE
continued from page 159
usually end up making runs to Jackin-the-Box, since munchies usually
set in when the midnight oil has
burned to a certain level.
Tuesday mornings find people
carrying towel and linens to the
little barn door in the basement,
with hopes that maybe their dirty
linen will be accepted, and their
new linen will be equal in number
to that amount turned in. If they
succeed in this weekly routine, their
hopes remain high that they will be
able to wash their clothes in a
machine that doesn't have a hunger
for dimes, and a dryer that is able to
give out heat.
The hallways and endrooms
rank second to the bathrooms in
Grace Coveil. Pillow fights and
home-cooking
occasionally
interupt the quiet, studious atmos-

Gary Ackerman

John Ahlers

Emily Altman

Leslie Anderson

Jim Aldecoa

JOHN BALLANTYNE

phere of the endrooms. The hall
ways become fields for frisbee
throwing, bottle-cap snapping con
tests and midnight nudie-tag races.

Bobbi Bartlett

Along about Thursday night,
the pressure of the week's studying
begins to crack the atmosphere at
Cove//, and you see students re
turning from beer runs and Weber
Hall for ice.
The dorm Quiet Hours are
usually reduced on Thursday night,
beginning at approximately 1:30
a.m. instead of the designated 11
p.m.
Friday sees the appearance of
Paul Fairbrook's "potpourri" in the

Renee Beck

SENIORS

Cathe Appleby

Jean Behrens

continued on pg. 186

UNIVERSITY TOWNHOUSf
Kevin Bennett

Ciny Bocks

Rod Bovee

John Byrne

John Brown

Shelly Brown

Lourdes Calvo

Kevin Boynton

Brad Calkins

Gary Chaim

Patti Carpenter

Vicki Chiu

Will Cogswell

Jim Cohen

Connie Corrin
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Marylin Campbell

Suzanne Coulter

Steve Capozzo

Donna Chakiz

Francis Cuvi

Mike Crum
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David Daddow

Ed Elzarian

Daniel Dee

Gail De Martini

Chris Equinoa

Hans Facer

Gregg Ewing

)oe Dietrich

Susan Deming

Grace Downer

jody Edwards

Carlos Echeverria

Sarah Ellenberger

Sandra Elliott

Oscar Farra

Nora Fukanaga

Albert Fierio

Howard Fish

Mike Fink

John Float
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Doug Fong

Peggy Fox

David Gallerson

David Freitag

Kfl

Regan Goodin

Aileen Galiciano

Linda Fiat

Debbie Halliday

Brad Herett

Lamar Milliard

Connie Hilsher

Alan Hook

Barbie Hendon

Stanley Gamble

J e f f Gu l l o

George Gee

Nancy Gray

Donald Gregory

Mark Hochhalter

Suzie Husman
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Bill Ingram

Don Jones

Helen Izuta

David James

Marcia Jones

Deborah Kasiga

Jeff Jellin

Roy Kennan

Bonnie King

Grace Lam

Gary Kleinfield

Ross Kochenderfer

Jim Joiner

Fred Kaiser

Naved Kahn

Somasundarati Kandasamy

Scott Last

Gilbert Lee

Allen Lee

Grover Lee

Mike Lee

Anthony Leggio

Sheilia Madison

John Leibengood

Chris Madsen

Joe Market

Denise Leung

Kirk Maness

Kathy Martin

Kent Liegiwager

Julia Little

Katharin Lovejoy

Paul Loumena

Mark Luckenback

Rob Mattran

Mary Mason

Ranee Lum

John McCalmon

Dennis McComb

Paul Milazzo
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Kathleen Miller

Richard Miller

John Moore

Paul Milo

Kathy O'Connor

Melissa Mueller
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Richard O'Neil

Jim Ortize

Ted Ohl

Louise Ottis

Greg Oro

Ron Muller

Nancy Muller

Tim Nash

Julie Nilosen

Andrew Norris

John Peck

Susan Pent

Bob Peterson

Dayna Petersen
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Gary Perry

Jeff Piker

Carl Rowe

Nancy Rowe

Skip Sage

Cindy Schlegal
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Mary Pomeroy

Jim Power

Barbara-Price
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Randy Redeen

Holly Roberts

Cindy Schulman

Peter Sbepard

i

Jerri Roll

Mike Ross

Mark Rotman

Bob Siskin

Tohlma Slingerland

LarrySmith
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5teve Spiro

Steve Smith

Randy Snider

Waddell Smith

Jeff Stagg

Buchy Snyder

Steven Solot

Jeff Stagg

Debbie Stevens

Nancy Stojanovich

Susan Sterk

Bill Strong

Terry Stein

Craig Steinberg

Janet Stevenson

John Sweeney
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Bill Strong

Helen Swan

Joyce Sweeney
Caruha Teague

Melissa
Thayer

Lesley Tofanelli

Candy Tokheims

Carlenia Villa-Alvarez

Mike Toney

Fernando V. Villa-Alvarez

Patsy Venable

Betsy Watkins

Mario Torres

Willey Viney

Julie Weston

James Turner

Emmanuel O. Udoge

Lurlene Unsod

John Valentine

Mary Van Buskirk

Nancy West

Alex White

Jeanie White

Sharon Whitman
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Betsy Williams

Monte Wilson

Sylvia Wong

Darryl Wong-Sing

Daniel Zarate

Nancy Wybel
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ALPHA CHI OMEGA
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
About seven years ago the long
reign of a local fraternity, Rhizomia,
ended when several of its members
made a sling shot out of surgical
tubing and a toilet seat. They also
showered a wedding with balloons
filled with paint. It was the end of
finding dead cows on sorority
sleeping porches, and the end of
the attempts of trying to pull the pil
lars out from under Omega Phi
Alpha by a dumptruck.
The newly-founded house, Phi
Alpha-Sigma
Alpha
Epsilon
changed a long-lived reputation
and has been changing within, since
its beginning. The members have
been the most fired-up on campus
and have become the best house at
U.O.P.
Their accomplishments have
surpassed all other houses. They
have gotten rid of the outdated rush
systems and devised a new Creek
Council. They've redone the guts of
their third floor, had movie seg
ments filmed in the living room, and
covered the porch with an awning.
Many more things have been
accomplished, including a fantastic

1822

RITTER HOUSE
selection of fired-up members.
The whole house is filled with
energy, and pride. Their public rela
tions with the school has improved
greatly. Dean Williams,an honorary
SAE, has been enthused and very
much a part of the brothers' spirit,
and this spirit makes them stand out
from any other house on campus.
The unbiased man of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon

••

CASA JACKSON

DELTA DELTA DELTA

field, book in hand, to fight those

fight the barbaric activity of those

forces of social corruption which
shake the very foundations of scho
larship. At every turn, the men
ol Phi Kappa Tau proudly wave the
banner of intellectual dignity and

who would gladly see this univer
sity's body of knowledge hand in
effigy. Ah, it takes brave men to up
hold the honesty of the honor code.
Yes, the men of Phi Kappa Tau
are a courageous breed. Yet they
are humble. They are a simple, quiet
people. Their dreams are small
Most of them do not like the hustle
and bustle of college life. Rather
they long for a touch of the soil, a
little farmhouse in the backwoods,
the gurgle of well water, perhaps a
cow or two, a tew chickens cack
ling in the sun, and the smell of
new-mown hay.
And so, my fellow students,
when you ask what is Phi Kappa Tau,
I must clearly and in good con
science tell you that when the his
tory books are written, they will
note that the men of Phi Kappa
Tau represented academia's finest
soldiers of scholarship. /Russell E.
Leatherby

Phi Kappa Tau
Most of you think of Phi Tau's
as carefree, social rebels who pre
sent themselves as a group of funloving chums, trying to conquer the
world with a smile and a beer. Well,
au conlraire, mon frere, nothing
could be further from the truth.
What, then, is Phi Kappa Tau,
you ask?
Phi Kappa Tau is a band of up
right young men dedicated to the
attainment of fellowship, know
ledge and truth. They seek to lead
and exemplary and sedentary life
in a bookish and cloistered at
mosphere. They are not unlike
monks, toiling diligently in the pur
suit of self-discipline. They are
totally committed to educational
endeavors, constantly striving to
throw off the "fraternity image"
which so crudely characterizes
other Creek living quarters. They
are, above all, a credit to intellec
tual integrity.
These are men of substance.
They do no sit idly by while the
pillars of academia crumble. Indeed
not! They go forth on the battle-

KAPPA ALPHA THETA

Phi Kappa Tau

DELTA GAMMA

CASA WERNER

building. These focal points, or
gathering places are otherwise
known as SECTIONS. Various sec
tions are illustrated by favored
terms such as the "Aquarium",
(within which the "All-American
Room" can be found) and the
Nunnery", alias, "Virgin Valley".
These sections when combined t
bring together all kinds of people
and make up the Spirit of Co

ve//, which, beyond a doubt, is
TERRIFIC!

Liz Taylor

KAPPA PSI

continued from page 760
Pacifican, fondly referred to as the
"Shit List" Grace has one of the
dining halls of the campus within
her walls. As a consequence, the
cafeteria commonly is attacked by
hungry poachers making midnight
"refrigerator raids". Surprisingly,
Grace Co veil is relatively quiet on
Friday nights, but sbe springs to life
again
on Saturday with the
appearance of keggers and pingpong play-offs and outside resi
dents cruising the halls.
The staff members play an im
portant role in Grace CovelTs struc
ture. R.A.'s are as versatile as the
student body arid are gradually be
coming competent switchboard
operators (difficult!). Mrs. En
gland, our booster club and den
mother, is usually seen with a coffee
cup in her hand, socializing in the
dining hall or out verbally sparing
with cruising, frustrated frat men.
Perhaps the most colorful and con
spicuous members of the staff are
the maids, who crab about the
weekend aftermath, yet collect the
beer cans for recylcling.
The cohesiveness of the dorm is
partly due to characteristic thematic
focal points strewn throughout the

Farley House
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ASUOP is far from the typi
cal student government most
people imagine. I think our gene
ral income of $200,000 alone
speaks to this issue, for certainly
finances are the heart of every
successful organization.
Perhaps the most significant
aspect of ASUOP is that for a rela
tively small student population
we provide more in the way of
student services, participation in
University decisions, and gene
ral
entertainment
than
the
majority of the student govern
ments in the state of California.
This past year ASUOP has not
only expanded in the specific
areas mentioned above, but we
have also created new areas of
student interest, among them,
the Anderson Dining Hall Deli
catessen, the Private University
Student Lobby proposal, the
ASUOP Supreme Court, the Fairhousing Booklet, and the ASUOP
student handbook.
ASUOP is an organization for
students to learn how to do things
for themselves...something that is
perhaps lacking in the educa
tional process today. It is a place
that is always open to new ideas,
challenges,
and
leadership.
ASUOP is definitely a unique
opportunity in self-government
and I am very thankful to the stu
dent body for allowing me the
chance of discovering it.

TIME

THE PRESIDENCY

THE WEEKLY

ASUOP Executive Department is headed by Sue
Harlan
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LETTER FROM THE MANAGING EDITOR
letter...
The beginning of the year opened with several innovations, from
the building of the new Student Union, to the change in the
administrative hierarchy.
The production of this year's Narnajado is an attempt to re
volutionize the yearbook. The pages which follow represent a meta
morphosis of ideas, structure, style and a final compromise.
The TIME staff, consisting of fan Mitchell, John Valentine, Cathe
Applyby, Sandra Elliot, Debbi Ginsberg, and myself, have attempted to
follow the original format of TIME magazine with the assimilation of
the Naranjado tradition. We have tried to do justice this past year by
recording the aspects of Student Life and hope we have made it
possible to re-live some moments in this TIME section.
Sincerely,
Cover: A new look lor Student Government.
Story on Page 192.

PHOTOGRAPHERS: Cuthe Appleby, Sandra Elliott,
Kent Marshall, Carla Malone.

Sincerely,
Sue Harlan
Reprinted by permission from TIME, The weekly
News-magazine; Copyright Time Inc.
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ASUOP is like many other stu is composed of the ASUOP Sen
dent governments. There is the ate. The Senate consists of two
Executive Branch (consisting of representatives from each Con
President, Vice President, and stituent school, and a senator for

each 100 students. The Judicial
Branch is composed of the
ASUOP Supreme Court. The
Court is made up of a Student
Defender, Attorney General, and
Chief Justice.
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT
AND SERVICES
ASUOP Provides Special Services and Activities
Besides r e p r e s e n t i n g t h e s t u 
d e n t , A S U O P p r o v i d e s services
o f f e r e d b y t h e various d i r e c t o r s o f
t h e i r p r o g r a m s , as w e l l as t h e p r o 
grams o f f e r e d b y t h e S t u d e n t S e r vices b r a n c h o f A S U O P .
This b r a n c h o f f e r s a variety o f
services i n c l u d i n g : T h e Loan

Store, which lends items to
s t u d e n t s o n a s h o r t - t e r m bais. T h e
n e w Fat C i t y A n n e x p r o v i d e s a
variety of organic delectables.
The ASUOP Record Store offers
t h e lowest p r i c e d r e c o r d i n
Northern California. The ASUOP
T r a v e l Service o f f e r s s t u d e n t

charter flights to almost any
where. The ASUOP Coupon
B o o k lets s t u d e n t s save m o n e y i n
S t o c k t o n , a n d t h e A S U O P Fair
Housing Board offers information on off-campus housing to
students and faculty.

The Women's Union is concerned
with the personal growth of women in
the Pacific community in social,
cultural, political, and intellectual
areas. Women's past accomplish
ments, current struggles, and future
potentials are stressed within the
Union.
During the year a steering
committee of volunteers arrange and
present programs dealing with the
various aspects of women's issues. A
self-help clinic, a cultural festival
featuring women's art and music,
trips to events in neighboring cities,
and a program on KUOP are included
in their activities. Feeling that
information is vital to the increased
understanding of women's role in
society, the Women's Union also
maintains an information center and
library.
The Women's Union does not
operate through rigid structures and
membership
cards. It is nonheirarchialdoing things collectively
and experimentally. In philosophy,
every UOP woman is a member, and
the Union exists whereever women
meet
to
initiate
plans,
share
information, discuss, get angry, raise
consciousness, and grow.
Information
regarding
the
Women's Union and itsprograma may
be obtained through the Anderson Y
Center.
' 'To deny that you are oppressed is
to collaborate in your oppression."

"Woman is the nigger of the world." Yoko Ono
"What we owe men is some freedom from their part in a murderous game in wh.ch
they kick each other to death with one loot, bracing themselves on our various
comfortable places with the other." Grace Paley
It is a feudal attitude that attaches importanceto men and slights women
tung

Mao Tse-

WOMEN'S UNION

"In education, in marriage, in everything, disappointment is the lot of women. It
shall be the business of my life to deepen this disappointment in every woman's heart
until she bows down to it no longer." Lucy Stone, 1855
"Any look at culture and literature will contirm that the lile of a woman is offered as
sacrifice. . . The fault lies not in our stars, our hormones, our menstral cycles or our
empty internal spaces, but in our institutions and our education."

"It is the easiest thing in the world to say every broad for herself-saying it and acting
that way is one thing that's kept some of us behind the eight ball we've been living for
a hundred years." Billie Holiday

Gay People's Union

How lovely were the sweet magnolias,
The dogwood and the columbine.
When first I told you of the feelings
Deep inside this heart of mine.
I touched the flesh upon your cheek
And there did fast appear a blush.
I felt ashamed for "what I'd done.
And soon my heart began to crush.
I asked you if you were embarrassed
By the way I felt for you:
You spoke, but from your heart came nothing
Of the feelings that are true.

Front R o w ( l e f t t o r i g h t ) : J i m
Lefeber, M a r i l y n A l c o r n , S u e
H a r l a n , A r t S m o k e , Sally G i b s o n ,
Steve H o r n i n g .
A S U O P Staff
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Back R o w ( l e f t t o r i g h t ) : L i n d a
P o p e , K e n N i c h o l s , D a y n a Peter
s e n , Sid C o o k , D a v i d K i n e a r ,
M i k e H e e r , Laura T h o m a s , Bar
bara Zettel.

Distributer;
Sid
Cook,
Fair
H o u s i n g ; Laura T h o m a s , Travel
Service;
Mike
Heer,
Vice
P r e s i d e n t ; Barbara Z e t t e l , A d ministative
Assistant.
Not
P i c t u r e d : Lee R o s e n b e r g : F o r u m
Director.

What are you hiding deep inside?
Why won't you let these feelings show?
When will you ever tell me all
The things I want so much to know?
Richard Burgoni

Director of Broadcasting:

James H. Irwin

Program Director:
Chief Engineer:
Executive Producer:
Secretary:

Robert Greenspan
Clyde H. Robinson
Richard Lyness
Sandy Henwood

Robert Greenspan
Sandy Henwood

Traffic Managers

Chris Hunefeld
Lindy Thurrell

Production

KUOP FM
KUOP-FM was established as KCVN-FM with 3000
watts effective radiated power, and was licensedby the
FCC in early September, making it the first educational
FM station licensed in the State of California. The
inaugural broadcast began at 7 pm on Monday, Sept. 22,
1947.
From 1947 to the early 1960's, the Radio Station
operated as a part of the Speech Department in the
College of the Pacific. The purpose of the Station was to
provide the training and experience required for
professional careers in commercial radio. During this
period, all programming, production, and broadcast
operations were housed in the Quonset Hut on Chapel
Lane. The curriculum and operation of KUOP were
linked in the common purpose of vocational education.
During the 1960's the College of the Pacific
expanded with great rapidity - becominng the
University of the Pacific and featuring a number of
innovative educational programs. The change in the
structure of the overall institution brought about a reevaluation and change in the role of the old College of
the Pacific. During this period of transition and
reevaluation, radio grew and stagnated at the same
time. It grew in terms of technical capabilities; in 1964,"
the call letters were changed from KCVN to KUOP, the
broadcast studio was relocated on the ninth floor of the
new Burns Tower, the power of the station was
increased from 3,000 to 30,000 watts, and the University
became the first licensee of a non-commercial station
on the West Coast to add stereophonic broadcast
capability. At the same time, the Station stagnated in
the sense that its role as vocational training facility
became inappropriate for the College as a whole, but no
firm decisions were made as to how, precisely, the
contribution of radio should be redefined to fit into the
new purposes of the College.
This stagnation of purpose and goals led to the lack
of support for the continued development and
expansion of KUOP's technical facilities and to a period
of administrative philosophy and a reorganization of
the Speech Department into the Department of
Communication Arts, KUOP gained an opportunity to
define for itself a new role in the University and the
community.
Thus far, the task of redefinition has been
successful. KUOP has grown considerably in terms of
program content, on-air hours, and staff size. Student
involvement has been established a-s a central policy in
the Station's operation. The curriculum of the
Communication ^rts Department includes courses in
Mass Communications; these courses utilize KUOP as
a working laboratory for the study of the structures and
processes of broadcasting.

Program Guide Editors:

Coordinator-Public

Service

Michael Bryant
Ross Mitchell Brown, Jr.

The effectiveness of KUOP's new role within the
University and the community may perhaps be best
expressed through the fact that the past five years has
seen a 500% growth in boradcast time and a 400%
growth in the number of students involved in the
operation.
KUOP continues to redefine itself as the needs and
concerns of the communities it serves change.
However, there is a framework within which the Station
currently functions which provides a reference point
for administration, programming, and operations. This
framework is expressed as follows:
The purpose which KUOP serves are threefold:
1. The development of programming for the
Stockton/San Joaquin Valley area which serves needs
and interests not currently served by the established
media, especially in terms of social issues and cultural
and the ethnic concerns.
2. The liberal arts education of undergraduate
students in the concepts and phenomena connected
with the social role of mass communications, with
special emphasis on the role of non-commercial
broadcasting.
3. The successful communication of the resources
and contributions of the University of the Pacific to the
community welfare.

PRODUCTION OFFICE-FM

Directors'
Lounge
PUBLIC AFFAIRS DIRECTOR-FM

OPERATIONS MANAGER
ENGINEERING CO-OROINATOR

Engineering Coordinator/Operations Manager:
Public Affairs Director:
Asst. Public Affairs Director:
Director of Community Programming:
Director of Classical Music Programming:
Asst. Director of Classical Music Programming:
Director of Contemporary Music Programming:

Dave Giovannoni
James H. Irwin
Alan Hook
George Thompson
Brenda Bury
Steve Culbertson

ASSOCIATED

STUDENTS

ASUO
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MODEL

MUN is
an
academic
organization endeavoring to
resolve the substantive issues of
the United Nations by modeling
that organization's rules and
procedure. This year the XXIV
Session was hosted by Oregon
State University, in Portland,
where Pacific's two delegations
represented
the
People's
Republic of China and Paraguay.
This session, as others in the
past, has provided a valuable and
practical experience in foreign
policy
formulation
and
diplomacy for the more than 30
UOP students involved.
UOP, having hosted last
year's
XXIII Session in
Sacramento, has maintained its
tradition of being one of the
outstanding
and
respected
participants in Model United
Nations of the Far West.
Officers for this year's Model
United Nations
Association
were: Chris Madsen, President;
Mike Noland, Treasurer; Danna
Secretary;
Rich
Evans,
Martinez and Mike Silber,
Delegation Chairmen; and Dr.
Walton Raitt, advisor.

UNITED

NATIONS

IESE1S
STUDENT ART LEAGUE
The Student Art League is composed of
students who are concerned with art and
the relationship it bears with that of the
school and community. We are trying to
bring together a closer understanding
between the Art Department and the
concerns of students. An event which
united the department with students was
the organization of the Creative Art
Marathon which raised money for the
needed future art programs.

MORTAR BOARD
Mortar Board is a senior women's
honor society based on scholarship,
service and leadership.
Last September, Mortar Board was
faced with two problems. First, our group
had somewhat of an identity problem. Weknew who we were and where we were
going, but a large part of the rest of the
campus did not know us.
The second problem was a financial
one. How could 30 women begin to work
off an inherited debt when no one seemed

to know we existed?
During the past year with our
doughnut sales in campus housing, our
ushering at the home basketball games,
the china showing, fashion show and
other activities we've been able to solve a
large part of the original problems, to
have a fuller and more enjoyable senior
year, and we hope, we've been able to
provide some services from which the
campus and community has benefited.
Linda Hat
Mortar Board President

—

Anderson Y Center
Anderson Y Center exists to serve
the needs of UOP students, developing
programs and services that will be
most helpful and most enjoyed by the
many kinds of people that make up the
university. Major funding comes from
ASUOP and COPA. Through Y
community involvement programs
students are offered opportunity to
grow in self-awareness and gain
practical field experience, a necessary
component of higher education today.
FRESHMEN CAMP: An informal
time for incoming students and faculty
to get together before school starts,
developing relationships that can
make the difficult beginning weeks of
college easier.
SUMMER THEATRE:
Using
theatre as a tool to offer a good
summer experience to Stockton youth.
This is a sharing/learning time for
both UOP students serving as stall and
for the kids making up the company
cast and crew. This years "Street
Theatre" was a smash hit in parks and
recreation centers, taking the ASUOP
banner into the city.
PALS PROGRAM: Involves UOP
students in big brother/sister
friendships with Stockton children
needing personal affirmation. This
gives students a chance to develop a
meaningful relationship that can be a
source of enjoyment during their years
at
UOP
Pals
Program' team
coordinators are Mark Rogo, Lynn
Jensen, Jerry Eagans, Bruce Stanger
and Diana Wright.
FOCAS: Focus on Contraception
and Sexuality is a speakers bureau of
trained university students who to to
campus living facilities and discuss
various contraceptive methods. The
booklet "Sex Is Not A Myth" was
written by this group and isgiven out to
all new students.
COUNSELING: Information and
alternatives regarding questions of
draft, pregnancy or personal
problems. Complementing formal
counseling by a licensed counselor, a
staff priority is to be personally
available to all who utilize the Y.
CINEMA: First-run films each
Friday, Saturday and Sunday evening
for two showings. No charge. This
year's film features included MASH,
Straw Dogs, Zabriski Point, Rachel,
Rachel, and Woodstock. Chris Chilton
served as Cinema Director.

TUTORIAL
PROGRAM:
Providing
UOP
students
an
opportunity to check out their
vocational interest and at the same
time help a child from Stockton who
has academic and motivational
problems. Tutorial supervisors
included Ed Anamizu, Libby Closs,
Cheri Moiseeff, Rich Fenton, Suzi
Husman, Stacy DeNaut and Debbie
Johnson.
OFF-CAMPUS WEEKENDS:
Monthly "get away from it all" events
held at Eagle Cottage in Columbia
State Park. A time for students,
faculty and community resource
people to develop a theme conducive to
personal growth and the development
of new relationships. Coordinated by
Joanne Dahlkoetter.
PACK
TRIPS/CAMP
OUTS:
Small group trips to the high Sierras
and Yosemite National Park for
personal refreshment. Bill Beadle,
Pharmacy student, headed up the
trips.
Anderson Y Center is open to all
students, faculty and staff persons on
campus. Facilities and staff can be
used to mobilize people around current
issues or concerns, for example the
Middle East Crisis information
seminar, the rock concert issue, and
the emergency food drive. Flexibility
and openness are integral to the Y
structure. Dan Bava and Kathy
Mondragon staff the Y and arfe
assisted by students who serve as
program directors and coordinators.
Over 500 UOP students served in
volunteer
community
service
positions this year.

—
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BLACK STUDENT UNION
il

A Letter from the BSU President

My name is Andrew Norris,Iam a
man, proud, strong, and Black. When
you read this I will have received my
BAfrom UOP and served as President
of the Black Student Union (BSU).Iam
an Art Major with a minor in Black
Studies. Ihope to become a teacher at
my old high school - McClymonds in
Oakland.
This, being my fifth and final year
here at Pacific, I took the job of BSU
President. I have been a member of
the .BSU since my arrival to UOP.
Throughout my five years, I have not
been too happy with some of the things
that hava. happened around Stockton
and the Black community. However,I
have stayed with it and did what I
could to help the consciousness of the
community grow. I might add that 1
did a lot of growing too.
The BSU of the past was known
about campus as more or less of a
party group. This year I took a more
active part in the BSU right at the top.
Acting as President was no easy job,
the pressures and the responsibilities
that came with the job were great.
There were times when I felt like
quitting becauseI thought that people
were not interested. Some hesitated to
join the Union, and people were
wondering if I was the right man for
the job. But I had a great body of
officers behind me and a handful of
strong members that stood firm on
issues and pushed me on.I would just
like to say thanks to them.
To me the BSU is a good thing for
the Black people to become involved
with. It is for those Black people who
believe in themselves and in the Black
race. The BSU this year partied yes,
but more importantly, we became
involved in the community, the school,
and with ourselves, and did some good
(I hope).
If nothing else is to be said about
the BSU, I hope that people will say
that it was and is a f- - good group
on this campus. I also hope that it is
seen as a needed group for the
betterment of the Blacks on campus, in
the community, with each other and
with all others not Black. I wish only
for peace and love and happiness, for
all power is in God's hands.
Andrew Norris
Black Student Union President
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English Undergraduate Student Association
CO PA
Among other activities, a
screening oi "Lady Chatterley's Lover" in the pits oi An
derson Lecture Hall...a film
on Dylan Thomas in smokefilled Knoles 212... ambitious
plans for a student lounge
complete with cottee, tea, or
whatever...sponsors poets for
occassional afternoons of bril
liance...a heady taste of
"Creme de Menthe"...and a
job information tile tor future
successes...And miles to go
before 1 sleep/And miles to go
before 1 sleep...szzsnorzzzss.
NJNDKV.

The College of the Pacific Associa
tion of students serves as the student
government for all COP students. Larry
Ginesi is Chairman this year in admin
istrating programs that have an academic
emphasis. One such program has been
the Faculty/Course Evaluation. COPA has
been in need of many volunteers to serve
as the manpower behind its programs.
COPA is able to serve students in an indi
vidual manner because of its unique size,
and therefore encourages students to
come in with any complaint or ideas for
new programs. All such input is highly
valued by all COPA officers. Involvement
at every level is encouraged and all are
welcome to stop by and directly partici
pate in the functioning of their college
government. Involvement with COPA, as
one Assemblyman said, provides the
individual with an enriching personal
growth experience.

Calliope
Calliope was one of the nine Muses
in Greek mythology. The Muses,
daughters of Zeus (Jupiter) and
Mnemosyne, presided over music,
poetry, and other arts and sciences.
Calliope was the Muse of epic poetry.
In some myths she loved Apollo, and
their son is Orpheus.
The present-day Calliope is a
musical instrument which produces
loud tunes by means of compressed
air. Joshua C. Stoddard of Worcester,
Massachusetts, invented it in 1855
(World Book, vol. 3).
UOP's
"Calliope"
is
the
university's literary magazine which
publishes, on a selective basis, the
literary and artistic works of students.
An Editorial Board screens all
submitted poetry, short stories, and
one-act plays. An Art Editor seeks out
and obtains art work to compliment
literary works or to stand alone. The
Editor of "Calliope" is ultimately
responsible for every aspect of the
publication. "Calliope" is allocated
funds by ASUOP and is printedon their
press.
Editor - John Valentine
Art Editor - Melissa Thayer
Editorial Board - Paul Loumena,
Eunice Miller, Daphne Felthouse,
Robert Knighton, Naved Khan, John
Valentine.
See Milton's "Lycidas" for further
information on Calliope.

Nora Ephron
Ernest Hemingway
Robert Alan Arthur
Murray Kempton
Gay Talese

F. Scott Fitzgerald
James Baldwin
John O'Hara
John D. Valentine
John Steinbeck

William Faulkner
Philip Roth
Naved Khan
John Updike
William Styron

Third World
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DILLION BEACH
The Pacific Marine Station at
Dillion Beach operates year round.
Academic programs include a Mas
ter of Science Degree in Marine Sci
ences and an undergraduate re
search participation program. These
are three full time faculty repre
senting research and teaching capa
bilities in invertebrate zoology and
ecology. Current Research programs
are supported by the National Sci
ence Foundation. The facility is
equipped for culture of Marine
Invertebrates and is close to many
different marine environments.'

SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY
The School of Dentistry of the
University of t h e Pacfic is located in
the heart of one of the world's most
distinctive
metropolitan
centers.
Since its incorporation in 1896 as the
College of Physicians and Sur
geons, the dental school has been
recognized as a major resource for
improved health care for the resi
dents of San Francisco. Only July 2,
1962, the College of Physicians and
Surgeons amalgamated with the
University of the Pacific. A ninelevel
ultra-modern
building,
designed for the teaching of clinical
dentistry and dental research, was
completed in t h e Fall of 1967. Jt is
located in the Pacific Heights district
of San Francisco, on Sacramento and
Webster streets, adjacent to the
Pacific Medical Center and the
School of Medical Sciences. A
three-year
program
is
offered,
leading to the Doctor of Dental

Surgery degree. In addition, con
tinuing education courses are pro
vided for practicing dentists. The
University of the Pacific School of
Dentistry is accredited by t h e C o u n 
cil o n Dental Education of t h e Ameri
can Dental Association.
Community Dentistry includes
preventive dentistry, dental public
health, jurisprudence, and other stu
dies. Restorative dentistry is a broad
general term used to describe opera
tive dentistry, fixed and removable
prosthodontics, orthodontics, and
other areas of dental practice. The use
of the word clinical without a pre
fix refers to actual patient care.
Third students are placed in offcampus teaching situations where
their training permits them to render
a public service and learn the
meaning of community involvement.
The basic mission ot the School
of Dentistry is education, service, a n d

research. Its primary objectives are:
To provide highly competent
practitioners
of
dentistry.
C o m p e t e n c e is construed t o mean
more than clinical skill and judge
ment. It includes the development of
the social consciousness which
contributes to community life and an
understanding and appreciation of
the ethical framework of professional
practive.
To identify and develop those
students who have a particular ability
in the fields of research and/or
teaching.
To identify and develop those
students who warrant further training
in the recognized specialities of den
tistry and/or in the physiological
sciences.
Detailed information on the
dental program is listed in a seperate
catalog published by the School of
Dentistry.
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McGEORGE SCHOOL OF LAW
1973-74 CATALOG - provides basic
data on programs. Current enroll
ment is 1158 (50% of that total Day
Division, 50% in Evening Division).
Over 3,000 applications tor admission
processed for the first year students in
the 1973-74 academic year (approx.
500 openings available). Full-time
faculty is 20; part-time faculty is 25.
Approx. 60,000 volumes in Library. A
key factor in Law School education is
passing the Bar. Over the past three
years, McGeorge School of Law had
approx. 83% of its graduates pass the
bar examination on the first attempt.
This ranks McGeorge among the top
California Law Schools, only one had
a higher 3-yr. cum av. 60% of the cur
rent Day Division enrollment comes
from outside California.

EXPANSION IN PAST FOUR
YEARS - New Classroom-Adminitrative addition; new student apart
ment building; new Center for Legal
Advocacy with the "Courtroom of
the Future" — and by February 1974, a
new two-story Library Addition will
be completed.
LEADERSHIP
OF
JUDGE
GORDON D. SCHABER - DEAN - ap
pointed Dean in 1957. Retired Pre
siding Judge of the Superior Court,
County of Sacramento. His insight
and initiative has been the key
ingredient in all that has developed at
McGeorge, particularly the creative
insight to designing the "Courtroom
of the Future" — although he would
be quick to acknowledge the leader
ship of several others on the Staff, in

cluding Gary C. Schaber, Assistant
Dean for Administration, and the
Architect, Sooky Lee.
"COURTROOM
OF
THE
FUTURE" - The Center for Legal Ad
vocacy at the Urtiversity of the Pa
cific's McGeorge School of Law in
Sacramento, provides the only true
experimental courtroom facility, at
this time, among the law schools in
America.

Photo of the "Courtroom of the Future" showing
circular design; jurors seated with backs to audi
ence to avaoid distractions; video monitors for
each Juror and other trial participants; all cameras
con-cealed to avoid distractions.
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B
C
D
E
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G
G
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I
J
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R
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V
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X
Y
Z
Z
yeah, rox...can't even do the alphabet
correctly...well, it's friday evening, what do"
you expect?

"Fare you well.
This day has ended ....
What was given us here
w e shall keep . . . .
Farewell to you and the
youth we have
spent with you . . . .
If in the twilight of
memory we should meet
once more, we shall
speak again together
and you shall sing to
us a deeper song.
Ami if our hands should meet
in another dream, we
shall build a tower
shall build a tower
in the sky."
- Kahilil Gibrart
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